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Begging For Answers? Try This!
Greetings!

Upcoming
Events:

Teaching a dog to sit up on its haunches, or beg, is one of
the best exercises to strengthen a dog's core
musculature. The core musculature consists of three
groups of paraspinal (back) muscles as well as the lateral
and ventral abdominal muscles.This exercise can target each
of these groups of muscles separately. This exercise can
really pay off in preventing injuries in active dogs!

For Veterinarians,
Physical Therapists and
Veterinary
Technicians/Nurses

In addition to targeting specific core muscle groups, the
sit-up requires no equipment (except delicious treats), can
be performed indoors when the weather outside is nasty,
and it's non-concussive, so you are not adding more impact
to your dog’s already active life.
But wait a minute! Maybe you heard that this exercise was not
a safe exercise for dogs. The word was that you should
NEVER do this exercise with dogs because it would put too
much pressure on the articular facets (the joints that connect
one vertebra to the next)!
When I heard that rumor, I did what everyone should do, and
looked for scientific evidence. I went to the best source of
published scientific information, pubmed.com. There I found
study that was published way back in 1992 that actually
measured the amount of pressure on dogs' articular facets
when they are doing the sit-up exercise (1). And guess what?
A dog puts MUCH more pressure on its articular facets
by just standing still, going up or down stairs or doing
the sit-to-stand exercise than when sitting up (see table
below). In conclusion, I think we can put any concerns about
this exercise being dangerous to rest. Of course, this
exercise should not be performed with a dog that has back
pain –those dogs need a diagnosis to determine the cause of
the pain, which would then be directly addressed In addition,
this exercise should not be done with dogs with an active
iliopsoas strain as it is likely painful for them.

Nonetheless, for any of you that were worried that the sit up
exercise was dangerous, welcome to one of the best-ever
core exercises! How do you do it? See below.

Mar. 24 - 26, 2018
Canine Sports Medicine
Module
Canine Rehabilitation
Institute
Coral Springs, FL
www.caninerehabinstitute.com

June 15 - 17, 2018
Canine Sports Medicine
Module
Canine Rehabilitation
Institute
Wheat Ridge, CO
www.caninerehabinstitute.com

For Dog Lovers/Trainers
June 6 - 8, 2018
Vet Festival
Veterinary Education for
Tomorrow:
A unique outdoor conference
that is clinically
relevant to every veterinary
practice and their staff.
Surrey, England
www.vetfestival.co.uk
Sept. 1 - 3, 2018
Coaching the Canine Athlete
Seminar
Coburg, ON, Canada
Virginia Patten
csascanada@gmail.com
Sept. 29 - Oct. 1, 2018
Coaching the Canine Athlete
Seminar
Guides Canins Inc
St. Lazare (Québec), Canada
chelsea@guidescanins.com
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Willis shows how it’s done!

Teach Your Dog To Sit Up!
This is a difficult exercise for many dogs initially, so progress slowly through the stages
that make it the exercise gradually more difficult and do not practice any more often than
every other day. Read these instructions and progress through them step-by-step, not
skipping any.
Start with your dog sitting and nibbling treats - always have your dog nibbling
treats throughout this exercise.
Move the food backward and just a little bit upward to a position where it is over
the base of his tail so that your dog’s spine is perpendicular to the floo. Don’t hold
the food so high that your dog has to stretch its neck up to reach the food.
If your dog moves away or tries to stand up, quickly remove the food (best to put it
behind your back) and look away. After a moment, try again. They’ll soon learn
they don’t get treats for that.
Many dogs are initially too weak to get their front feet off the ground, so give them a
treat just for lifting one foot slightly off the ground, then for two feet. After 7 to 10
days of trying, dogs usually have built up enough muscle to be able to beg with
both front feet off the ground.
Next, try to lure the dog off balance using various methods:
Move the food side to side, back and forth, up and down.
Push on your dog’s chest from the sides, front and back.
ONLY when your dog can do three 15-second sit-ups with you working to offbalance, can you progress through various surfaces, only moving to the next
surface when your dog can complete three 15-second sit-ups perfectly (while you
are trying to off-balance the dog as described above) on the current surface:
Start on a solid, non-slip surface
Progress to a level, soft surface (bed, ottoman, folded stack of blankets)
Then progress to hills (facing a different direction each session). The part
of the dog’s body that is facing uphill does the most work.
Then progress to an egg-shaped physioball (purchase the largest one for
every size dog), putting one pointed end against the wall and using your
knees to move the other pointed end irregularly from side to side.
Work this exercise only until your dog is panting. If your dog cannot do three 15second sit-ups, just stop for the day and try again next session.

Thank You!
Thank you for continuing to seek out new information that will help you in your life-long
journey with your active dog. The bite-size tidbits included in each newsletter are
designed to help you keep your canine partner healthy and active well into the senior
years.
We have lots of newsletters planned for the future, but if there is a topic you would like to
see addressed, don’t hesitate to contact us at info@caninesports.com and tell us.
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